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Economics of the
Siberia-to-Eurone
Gas Pipeline

Key Judgments Thc Siberia-to-Europe natural gas pipeline is of great importance to the
Sov iet economy. even though it would be a marginal project at best if
evaluated in terms of Western profitability accounting. The likely soften-
ing in West European gas demand in the 1980s will probably force the
pipeline's gas to sell at nearly the same price as residual fuel oil, roughly
$4.00 per 1,000 cubic feet (cf). At that price, the Soviets would not earn a
profit unless they accepted a fairly low rate of return on their capital.
Algerian gas, in contrast, could easily be profitable at the $4.00 price, If
the Soviets expected a higher rate of return on capital—comparable to
those rates considered reasonable by Western standards—the Siberian
project probably would earn a profit only if the gas were priced at parity
with crude oil, roughly 56.00 per 1,000 cf.

These calculations, however, do not reflect important considerations that
make the pipeline profitable as well as important to the ,n,f41 economy:

• Moscow cannot find alternative uses for most of the gas to be shipped to
Western Europe until the Soviet domestic gas distribution network is
expanded—a costly and time-consumming undertaking.

• The Western goods Moscow can buy with the gas project's annual
earnings of about $4 billion are worth a great deal more to the
economy than are the domestic goods that could be produced with the
L_entz resources used to build and operate the pipeline. Western goods in-
corporate better technology than do 	  goods and fill important gaps
in supplies.

• Alternative sources of hard currency exports on the scale of those the
pipeline will generate are either unavailable or would cost a good deal
more in Soviet labor and capital goods.

• With the likelihood that ....rag oil exports to the West will nearly
disappear over the next few years, and with few prospects for a large ex-
pansion of alternative exports, construction of the pipeline is necessary to
prevent a severe decline in Moscow's capacity to import from the West.
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Economics of the
Siberia-to-Europe
Gas Pipeline

Introduction

This paper evaluates (he economic costs and bcncfits
to the :=a Union of the proposed Siberia-to-Europe
gas pipeline. Thc project's viability is first judged in
Wcstcrn tcrms. with thc application in some instanccs
of costs that might occur for similar projects undcr-
takcn in Om West. After calculating a range of gas
prices that would enable the project to break even. thc
pipclinc's potential profitability is estimated using the
strictly Western critcrion of nctback—or rent—at the
wellhcad and our assumptions about a likely selling
price for Eajiti gas in Western Europe. The project's
viability is then examincd from a :aiSaiii] national
perspective, which requires consideration of broader
criteria.

A summary of our estimates and assumptions regard-
ing the costs of the Siberian project and probable gas
prices is presented in table I. Subsequent sections will
provide morc detail. This paper updates our earlier
asscssmcnt. USSR–Western Europe: Implications
the Siberia-to-Europe Gas Pipeline. ER 81-10085/
PA al-10107. March 1981

Western Evaluation

ti•rd Currency Costs
We derived the estimate of 58 billion in 	
purchases of Western pipe, equipment, and services
by adjusting our March 1981 estimate of hard curren-
cy costs for a twin-line system with the same operat-
ing prcssurc. A simple halving of thc S12-14 billion
estimated for the two-line project was not practical.
since several costs could be almost constant whether
one or two lines wcrc built. As in the twin-line cost
estimate, two modifications of prices arc made:

• For thc earlier atirnate, tee the Intelligcnee Assessmcnt. appendix
R.
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Table I

Saa] Pipeline Costing •

Hord currency costs	 Si billion
Caul rua ion costs	 53.75 billion per year. 19&2-S5
Gal cat at wcIlhead
	

50 ants pa 1.000 cubic feet
Gas processing eau 

	
12 cents per 1,000 cubic feet

Input into Piall^c	 3.3 billion cubic fat par day
Operation and maintcnana	 CCIIU per 1,000 cubic fat
Czechoslovak transit fa	 10 cents per 1,000 cubic fat

S4.00 pct 1.003 cubic fact 
19 billion cubic feet pet day
10 percent per year

12, 13, and 20 percent per year
0. 23. and JO percent

• All construction and operating oats in 1910 mica. czar* for hard
	 cy COILS.

• Gas dcliverica bcgin January 1926 and run for 20 years.
'On	 1800natrsrction expenditura only. Return on equity is in
nominal terms

• Because the Soviets arc seeking conccssionary ft-
nancing at interest rates below currcnt market rates
and EC guidelines. Western suppliers of equipment
and scrviccs will adjust their final sales prices
upwards to provide the same yield as could be
earned in the West. Our estimates assume a
I 5-percent price markup to reflect this action.

A 1 0-percent annual rate of pricc inflation has been
included to reflect increased prices at the time of
equipment delivery.

Initial ailing price 
G•s  delivcria •
Nominal inflation rate 
Alternative auurnistions 

Return on cpuity 

Coat ovaruna
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Pipe
Line pipe costs of 52.5 billion assume a pipeline of
roughly 5,000 kilometers-rather than the 4.500- to
5.500-km range assumed in March-as the result of
better information about the pipelines probable route.
Pipe deliveries arc assumed to occur in three equal
shipments during 1982-84.

Compressors
Compressor and turbine equipment, exclusive of
related engineering services. represents the greatest
variation in costs. Our estimate o(53 billion, which
represents a midpoint among possible costs, assumes
42 compressor stations. The total cost will depend
primarily on how [;i1purchases are divided be-
tween industrial compressor units and the less expen-
sive, light-weight aircraft designs. Although the Sovi-
ets probably want complete delivery by 1983. we
assume some slippage.

Other Costs
Although our estimate of 52.5 billion for this category
is not much farmer than in March because of spotty
information, these costs arc probably the least likely
to differ substantially between a one- and two-line
system. Although such items as pipeline ball valves
will bc needed in reduced quantity, purchases of other
items such as pipelayers, earth movers, some commu-
nications equipment, and engineering services and
ancillary equipment for the compressor stations could
resemble those for a larger project. Imports of Arctic-
design gas-extraction equipment for the Urengoy field
may also be included in thc deal.'

Debt Service
We arc assuming that Moscow will use the Western
credits needed to cover most of the hard currency
costs in four equal drawings (sec table 2). Although
final financing agreements have not been made, we
arc assuming a throe-year grace period-during

• A Waters processing plant may be Installed at limner to
remove liquids sod impurities from the gas before tampon by
pipeline. Mcleaow has purchased such pleats Inc some of ha ether
Siberian gas lines. No specific purchase appears related to the
export pipeline, hosiever, so we are excluding it from our hard
currency estimate and including it under 	 kI internal cost.

Table 2	 Billion	 S

USSR: Debt Service on Siberia-to-Europe Pipeline

Yes, Uncemtelized
Drawings

- -
Interest • Debt

Service
DebtPrincipal

1962. 2.0 0 0.2 0.2 2.0

1913 2.0 0 0.4 0.4 4.0

19E4 2.0 0 0.6 0.6 6.0

1915 2.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 7.6

1916 0 OA 0.1 1.6 6.1

1917 0 1.2 0.7 1.9 3.6

1988 0 1.6 0.6 2.2 4.0

1919 0 1.6 0.4 2-0 14

1990 0 1_2 0.2 1.4 1.2

1991 0 0.8 0.1 0.9 0.4

1992 0 0.4 0 0.4 0

• At 10 permit per year.

e.

which time interest accrues-and an eight-year re-
payment period. We assume a 10 percent interest rate
to account for a probable combination of rates that
will bc agreed upon. iangint from below 8 percent to
near market levels.

Construction Costs
Equity of $15 billion in the Siberian project (in 1980
prices) is represented by 5j1( internal costs in
constructing the pipeline and compressor stations. We
arc assuming for lack of better information that this
investment will be made in equal porlions over a four-
year construction period. To estimate the construction
costs we applied a Western analogue based on the
proposed Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation Sys-
tem (ANGTS).' The two pipeline projects will carry a
roughly similar amount of gas over similar terrain.
Construction cost estimates (in 1980 prices) were "
obtained for the portion of ANGTS ending at the US-
Canadian border in Montana-a length slightly

rubk coat data were not used. since (I) they arc far less
detailed and (2) converting them into dollars would lave involved an
arbitrary and probably inflated ruble-doltar exchange rate. Given
these problem. Wer d. ta probably provide a cost analogue that
Is at least as useful

Stitet	 2



shorter than that of the Siberian pipeline built to the
Czechoslovak border. Thc cost of items to be provided
by hard currency iniports in the rdlitell project—
primarily pipe, comnressors. pipclaying equipment,
and some engineering services—was netted out, and a
per-kilometer construction cost was derived. That cost
was then applied to the Siberian line's length. The
1980 cost of an Alaskan gas processing plant was
added to the construction figure. Although the Alas-
kan plant's capacity is slightly less than that required
for the Siberian project. it provides a rough cost
analogue.

Cost Overruns
As in evaluating Western pipeline projects, our analy-
sis includes possible cost overruns—increased costs
exclusive of nominal inflation. Given frequent
failures in the past to complete gas lines on schedule,
even when using more resources than planned, an
overrun is not inconceivable Overruns of 25 and 50
percent arc considcrcd

Capital Costs
We have considered three nominal rates of return on
soviet investment in evaluating the pipeline project.
Some Western analysts believe that a 12-percent
return represents capital's productivity in the 	
economy. Rates of 15 and 20 percent have also been
included to represent a range of after-tax rates of
return expected for ANGTS. Because we arc assum-
ing an annual inflation rate of 10 percent over the
project's lifetime, rea l -r* — of return would amount to
2, 5, and 10 percent.

East-West Comparisons
A straightforward application of Western costs to
Sovicli construction practices, of course, will not re-
flect precisely the actual coats to Moscow of building
the pipeline.. Besides the immediate difficulty of trans-
lating prices of goods and services provided in a
command economy into dollar equivalents, the Sovi-
ets' simultaneous development of Siberian gas for
domestic use will affect the cost of building the
Siberian gas pipeline. Wc believe, however, that such
differences from Western costs may cancel themselves
out sufficiently to make the Western cost analogue a
useful first cut at estimating	 Investment in the
Siberian export project Two key examples are infra-
structure and labor

Infrastructure. The export 1-m-tel.-les construction
probably' will benefit from some infrastructure cre-
ated for gas lines already laid along its rou-te. More-
over, since all new major domestic trunklincs will also
run from the Urcngoy ficld—somc of them along the
same route as the export pipeline—Moscow may not
havc to create as much additional infrastructure and
provide as many temporary support facilities for
constructing each line as will the builders of ANGTS.
On the other hand, the export pipeline will increase
the strain on labor and equipment already stretched
thin by the Soviets' ambitious 1981-85 domestic pipe-
laying effort.

Labor. Generally inferior MEia equipment and sub-
standard construction practices usually require Mos-
cow to use more men than the West in building both
pipelines and compressor stations. The real cost of
that labor, however. may not be higher than for
ANGTS. Althou gh the Soviets, like the West, pay
premium, though lower, wages for Siberian work, the
total 51  expenditure on labor in the form of
housing and related services and amenities is much
lower.

Operation and Maintenance
Much of this cost for both ANGTS and the Siberian
Project will result from the use of natural gas in the
pipeline to run compressor stations and related equip-
ment. Althou gh in this use both S1 and Western
efficiencies arc similar—particularly when the Soviets
employ Western compressors—Soviet gas losses on
trunklines arc usually higher due to pipeline ruptures.
compressor station failures and substandard Smell	 .
operation and maintenance procedures. We accord-
ingly have raised slightly the operatint •-,w, ‘ of the
Siberian line above that for ANGTS

Gas consumption and losses during transport are
costed in our analysis at the assumed selling price for
gas (f.o.b. West German border) or 54.00 per 1,000
cubic feet. The gas could also be costcd at its wellhead
price, however. We have opted to reflect the hard
currency revenue foregone as a result of online gas
consumption, although we recognize that the opportu-
nity cost of gas at the wellhead is much lower. There
is no universally accepted approach to this problem. 11

Sclict
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gas were costcd at its wellhead price, our estimate of
operation and maintenance costs would be reduced
considerably.

Table 3	 1980 US $ per 1.000 Cubic Feet
•

USSR: Pipeline Project Breakeven Pace •

Other Costs
As in pipeline construction, the Soviets use far more
labor in operating and maintaining a Siberian trunk--
line than will ANGTS. Wc again arc assuming. -
however, that thc real costs of Siberian labor will not
exceed that for ANGTS, due to lower real expendi-
tures on wages, housing, and related services. Taxes.
which constitute roughly 25 percent of the projected
cost of transporting gas via ANGTS, arc not imposed
on SiEgpiaelines and thus arc not included in our
estimates

Czechoslovakian Transit
We are unsure how the Soviets will pay for the
expansion of Czechoslovakian trunklinc capacity to
West Germany and for subsequent Czechoslovak
operating costs. A payment in gas from the Siberian
pipeline seems unlikely under the single-line export
project, since the Soviets probably want to sell the
line's entire capacity to Western Europe. Moscow
may instead pay Prague—either in gas from another
line or in goods or currency—an amount equivalent to
20 percent of thc pipeline's throughput. This was a
share reportedly being considered previously by Mos-
cow as payment under a twin-line deal. If costed at
the assumed selling price for gas 0(54.00 per 1,000
cubic feet, the transit fee ,-giuld approximate 80 cents
per 1.000 cubic feet

Project ProfitabIlliy
The Siberian pipeline would probably be a marginal
project at bat under our costing and price assump-
tions, with positive netbacks at the wellhead achieved
in only a few of the cases that we have considered. We
arc assuming a selling price for gas (f.o.b. West
Germany) in 1980 prices of approximately S4.00 per
1,000 cubic feet—a price roughly at parity with
residual fuel oil rather than with crude. Possible
brake-yen prices for the project arc those that under
the various rates of return would equate the project's
discounted 20-year streams of revenues and costs (see
table 3). Only a return on equity of 12 percent with
cost overruns of either 0 or 25 percent would thus

S74

Cost Owerrun
(Percent)

Directrat Rate

12 Percent 13 Percent 20 Percent
0 3.64 4.01 4.76
23 3.8$ 4.30 5.21
50 4.07 4.59 5.66
• Aug ming innAdon rate of 10 percent and 1990 is selling price
(f.o.b. West Gernuipslor $4.00 per 1.000 cubic feet.

permit positive netbacks. Several other cases would
result in only small losses. Half the possible breakeven
prices, howev,-- would result in substantial negative
netbacks.

Algerian gas, the largest alternative natural gas
source for Western Europe during the 1980s, is
probably deliverable—either by pipeline or LNG
projects—more cheaply (exclusive of West European
costs) than Siberian gas (see table 4). At 54.00 per
1,000 cubic feet, either Algerian project would earn a
profit. Moscow. on the other hand, has been seeking a
price (f.o.b. West Germany) near parity with the price
of crude oil, roughly S6.00 per 1,000 cubic feet. Only
at that price, by our estimates, would the Siberian
project almrss l •:crtainly earn a positive netback.

The SiEjeg Perspective

The export pipeline project would be attractive to
Moscow even if it appeared marginal in terms of
Western profitability accounting. Increased gas ex-
ports will be vital to	 hard currency earnings, by

'This also has been true for OthCf	 Rt esports. such as tin and
copper, indicating that the S9 need for bar" 	 •-•tcy.described in the teat. is of overriding =maul
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Combined earnings from exports of gold. nickel, and
platinum group metals could approximate thosc
(turn thc single - line project if existing world markct
prices held firm. The Soviets' already largeihare of
those metals markets, however, would probably
cause increased isupply to depress prices
substantially, reducing revenues further for each
increment in exports. The West European gas mar-
ket, on the other hand, is probably large enough to
absorb the single line's deliveries at a price roughly
equivalent to that of residual fuel oil.

• Increased S.oviet, exports of other raw materials and
of maufactured goods—including weapons—would
encounter more rapidly rising costs than would gas
exports and would achieve a smaller net growth in
revenue. Returns on investment in many Itgmet
extractive industries are falling faster than for gas.
In manufactures, an improvement in the quality of
export-oriented goods necessary to achieve an in-
crease in hard currency revenues equal to that from
the pipeline project would probably reoukc more
investment than the pipeline itself.

Table 4	 1067

Algeria—Western Europe: Comparative
Costs for Pipeline Gas and LNG

IJS $ pre 1,000
Cubit Feel

Pipeline	 INC

1.26	 7.25Total Algerian mots
Investment costs • 0.71 1.40

Field facilities 0.11 0.11

Pipeline to coast 0.12
LNG plant — 110

Algcria-ltaly Mpc/ine • 0.33
Operating cost 0.35 0.113

Production costs 0.43 0.33
Fuel and loasus 0.10 0.30

Delivery Posts to Western Eutopc • 0.32 1.01

Transport o.so
Tunisia pipeline (transit GO 0.16
Regssification fuel and kaput 0.10
LNG receiving terminal investment cost 0.41
Algeria . ltaly pipeline investment costs 0.16

Total tiellPervel cost Pt Wester. Em-ope 1.511 3.26
Netback at wellhead for Algeria with as
priced at 54.00 per 1,000 cubit (Pat ((.o.b.)•

2.74 1.7$

• Amortization assuming three years to build, 20 ycanoperstkm.
and 14-percent rata of return on investment.
▪ Portion of costs Algeria pa)s.
' Excluding coat of West European internal distribution network.
• Portion of costs Italy pays.
v F.o.b. refers to priors at Algerian terminals Of the Algeritn border.

the mid-1980s, and Western investment in the pipe-
line could help case a tight supply of SovictIcapital for
Siberian energy development. It would take many
years, moreover, to expand the :RI gas distribution
network sufficiently to use domestically all the gas
that the pipeline can carry.

Financial Benefits
The pipeline is the Soviets' largest prospective source
of stable hard currency earnings, and some alternative
exports, even if feasible. would be far more costly:

Conversely, the costs to Moscow of not concluding a
pipeline deal are high. Although hard currency earn-
ings from a one-line project probably would be about
60 percent of that from a twin-line deal, they would
still be substantial (Sec tables 5 and 6). Moreover,
since the pipeline's hard currency costs alone could be
repaid within two to three years after start-up (sec
table 7), most of the project's revenue stream would
represent discretionary income for imports. With oil
exports to the West probably disappearing by the
mid-l980. lack of a pipeline deal would mean a
substantial drop in Sbil import capacity. By the late
1980e, total gas hard currency earnings with the
pipeline in operation would equal one-half of the-1980
revenues from oil: without thc pipeline they would
equal only one-fourth (sec table 8). The revenues
foregone, moreover, would most likely have purchased
machinery and other manufactured goods, whose
marginal productivity ev ,•---1• that of similar items
produced domestically.

5



Table 5 neon 1980 US J • Table 6

Se2/:

USSR: Hard Currency Earnings	 USSR: Natural Gas Exports to Western Europe •
From Gas Exports

9980 1965. 1990 •
One Line Twin Line

Total earnings 3.0 3.5 7.7 10.2
Project earnings
alone

0 0 4.2 6.7

• Al 84.00 per 1 .000 ooak f°"-
• Assumes only deliveries under existing contracts.
• Full deliveries korn a single . linc project assumed to begin in 1966:
deliveries under a twin-line project Probabl y would start only by
1987-86.

1960	 19S5 •	 1990 
One	 Twin
Line •	 Line •

Billion cubic feet 	 2.1	 2.4	 5.3	 7.0
pertly
Million b/d oil	 0.4	 0.4	 0.9	 l.2
cquivalens
• Excluding Finland.
• Existing contracts only.

ALIUTC1 2.9 billion cubic feel pce day under one-line project.
• Auumes 4.6 billion cubic (oet per day under twin-line project.

Table 7	 suitoR us $ • Table 8	 Percent

USSR: Hard Currency Cash Flow (or the	 USSR: Hard Currency GU Exports as a
Siberian Pipeline	 Share of (be Value of 1980 Oil Exports •

1982-55	 1956-817	 1911/1-9)	 1994 •	 1980	 1985.,	 1990
On< Line	 Twin Line

21	 24	 53	 70

• iii oil exports foe hard currency only, which totaled 514.5
• In current prices. assuming 90-percent annual  rate divination.	 billion. Gas hard currency ccccc um in constant 1980 dollen. at
• Cumulative (lows (or each of the multiyear periods shown.	 34.00 per 1,000 cubic rect.
• Project will ocondeue through the year 2005. 	 • Assumes only deliveries under existing contracts.
• Interest payments begin in 1982; repayment of prineipel starts in 	 • Esisting COMfaCtl plus deliveries under Siberian pipeline project.
1985.

• AMMO{ ga g deliveries begin in 1956 at full capacity of 2.9 billion
cubic feet per day.

Seefet	 6

Debt service' •••• -3.$ -6.9 •	 0

Revenues • 0 15.8 70.0 16.0

Cash (low -2.4 12.) 63.1 16.0



The pipeline project would also involve Western
Europe more heavily in Siberian development. Aside
(torn Potential political benefits. analyzed in our
March assessment. the Soviets could increase the
amount of capital available for investment in Siberian
energy at a time when Soviet resources arc being
stretched thin between the massive Siberian oil drill-
ing program and the unprecedenr e4 domestic gas
pipeline construction effort.'

Low Gas Cost
The gas destined for export under a single-line deal
could not be used domestically for some years. An
inadequate grid of gas distribution lints will prevent a
vast number of oil-consuming industries and homes
from switching to gas and thus absorbing the entire
planned increase in gas output.' Canceling the export
line's construction would not free enough resources to
accelerate greatly the expansion of the distribution
grid. Moreover, without building a domcstic trunklinc
of almost equal len g th in the export line's place.
Moscow could not provide any more gas for domestic
use than if the Siberian deal went through.

'Gat-for-ssil substitution will also be constrained by the sub-
stantially Increased use of Internal combustion engines—notably in
automotive	 ind in agriculture—in which gas cannot
replace oil.

7
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Table 9 Percent or Total Coftrunlation

Wcitern Europe: Dependence on Soviet Ga_s Supplies •

crt/:i

Apprfitii X

West European Dependence
on iiiII Gus

The Sovicts have rcccntly dccidcd not to construct two gas pipelines
simultaneously, as they had planned in early 1981, but instead to build only
one line now with construction of a second line reserved for futurc
negotiations. The six West European countrics participating in the project
thus would not be as reliant on Skiia gas dclivcrics toward the late 1980s
as carlicr expected, particularly if a sccond linc wcre not built. The share of
Sovic  gas in those countrice total combined cncrgy use by 1990 would bc
roughly 6 percent (scc tablc 9). Total Sovictigas dclivcrics—existing
contracts plus exports-from the Siberian project—would cover one-third of
thc six countries' projected combined gas needs by 1990 under a twin-line
project; undcr a one-line project total deliveries would cover one-fourth of
gas consumption. Individual countries' dcpcndcncc under a single-line deal,
howcvcr, would still be fairly high. In the important case of West
Germany. dependcne• ----" exceed 30 percent, the level currently seen as
critical by Bonn.

1979	 1990
Gs	 Energy	 Gas 	 Energy 

• One Line • . • Twin Line	 One Line	 Twin Line s

Weal Gcrnesny •	 19	 3	 29-34	 30-35	 6	 6
France	 0	 0	 74	 27	 a	 4

Italy	 21	 5	 211	 31	 S	 5
Netherlanda	 o	 0	 7	 13	 3 
Belgium	 o	 o	 35	 51	 S 
Austria	 43	 I	 la	 $2'	 13	 18

• B al•xl on 1980 lEA submlaaions and Freoch Energy run.
• Assumes that the 19 billion cubic feet per day ia • Boosted • mons
countries Is name proportioru an under twin-line aystern.s Includes Only 3.9 billion cubic foci per day to Western Europe.
rather than the 4.6 billion cubic (Oct per day poasible. &Ince
alkicat lona soda tNe	 -eubic-f Oct - per -de y scenario wait
the only ones ever published. Other countries probably would have
received much crave remainder.

• Lower utimatea for 1990 for dependency taued on a hither
estimatc by Rufus*a of can demand.
•Same depend !MI under 	 project due to aasuming the umc
Soviet gas deliveties In both eases.
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